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Images from Top Valley School, working with artist Raphael Daden

Introduction
City Arts is a participatory arts
organisation based in inner City
Nottingham. We work extensively with
many different members of the
community to develop exciting and innovative arts
opportunities. Our arts programmes offer
participants ways to develop creatively, and also
build confidence, self esteem and friendships. City
Arts is a registered charity, and is funded by Arts
Council England and Nottingham City Council, as
well a variety of trusts, foundations and
commissioning bodies.
This research report has been funded and supported
by Creative Partnerships Nottingham, to look
specifically at the work City Arts has delivered in
school Learning Support Units from 2005.

How did the programmes
develop?
The City Arts schools programme developed naturally
out of the wider City Arts youth programme. In 2005
we started delivering within school and educational
settings, working with young people to engage with
their education. At the outset, we researched the
support that young people receive in school settings
when they are struggling, what City Arts could offer,
and how to develop partnerships.
Learning Support Units take young people out of the
mainstream learning environment to receive extra
support and mentoring. With the experience that City
Arts has working with challenging young people
outside of the school setting, we felt we could create
exciting creative programmes which would support
these students.

Since 1999, City Arts has been developing a programme
for young people deemed ‘at risk’ or ‘hard to reach’. To
support young people to be able to access these
creative opportunities, we developed partnerships with
youth and social support agencies. These partners refer
young people onto the programmes, and include Social
Services Family team, Connexions, the Youth Service,
the Youth Offending Team and Child and Adolescent
Mental Health Services.

We have worked with schools and learning
environments to develop creative programmes to be
delivered in partnership with those at the fringes of the
education system. Central to this was a ‘Youth Led’
approach, enabling young people’s creativity and
decision making to be at the heart of the work.

In 2005, City Arts started to research the schools
based support for these young people. Many schools
have a facility called a Learning Support Unit, and
since 2005 we have explored what City Arts can offer
here. This report will outline five programmes we
delivered in partnership with three Nottingham
schools and the variety of action research
approaches that were taken within these.

City Arts worked with

City Arts developed strong partnerships with the
schools involved. As an outside organisation, we
bring different ideas and learning experiences for
both staff and pupils. As everyone is working and
learning together, it is positive for students to see
school staff gaining new skills, showing that there
are always new things to learn. We are also able to
be a fresh face to young people for whom school has
become challenging, and relationships difficult.
Learning Support Units traditionally work with
small, targeted groups which enable artists and
school staff to focus more on individuals, and
allowing the students to lead the project more. Each
project has left a creative legacy, both in the
experience of doing, but also in the work made.
Together, we have created high quality, permanent
pieces of art work for the school, something for
everybody to see and be proud of.
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Who did City Arts work with?
●

Top Valley School and Engineering College

●

Elliott Durham School

●

Manning Girls School

We commissioned five different artists, using a variety
of art forms
●

Mural panelling

●

Mosaics

●

Digital arts

●

Drama

●

Photography and film

During the programme, we worked with over 65 young
people.
Our first programme was in partnership with Top Valley
School. We worked together to develop a creative goal,
which continued throughout programme: to work with
the students and professional artists to design and
make permanent pieces of art work for their school, to
be displayed in public places for all to see.

Images from Top Valley School, working with artist Raj ‘Bubs’ Kumar

“I had a strong feeling, if you give
young people an opportunity to take
more pride and ownership in the fabric
of their buildings then they’ll look after
them. Those most at risk of causing
vandalism are the most likely to protect
and preserve if they feel they own it”
(Deputy Head Teacher at Top Valley School)

What new ways of working
did City Arts introduce?
City Arts took an action research approach to all of
these programmes. We delivered creative opportunities
that were challenging to young people and staff, and
drew on and developed our own expertise. These
included projects that schools would find difficult to
deliver without our partnership. We wanted to work
with some of the more challenging young people and
offer them a really positive school experience, with a
creative legacy that they and the school could see and
value over a long period of time.

“(This has) Elevated the status of some
of our less well known learners in terms
of the contribution they have made”
(Deputy Head Teacher at Top Valley School)

The action research approach allowed City Arts
workers, artists and school staff to constantly reflect on
what they were delivering and how the young people
were responding and contributing. Together, we learnt
from each others experience with young people, and
developed new and different ways of working. These
fell into four main categories:
1. Finding out from the students what it was like in
the LSU, and how it affected their school life,
whether good or bad, and creating a programme to
respond to this.
Through working at Manning School with Marcus
Rowlands, young people discussed how isolated from
their peers the they felt, and how that made it difficult
for them to get back into the mainstream environment.
Responding to this, we developed groups of LSU and
non-LSU students working together to foster
friendships and support the successful reintegration of
students back into mainstream leaning. We also felt
that this gave us the chance to widen participation to

students who were outside of the learning support
unit, but who would benefit from the creative
experience.

“Working with the students outside of
the LSU broke down the barriers
between the LSU and school. Letting
other people into their environment
helped them back into the mainstream”
(Teacher at – Manning School)

2. How to work with the students so they can
take the lead and direct the programme.
Central to City Arts work is the belief that groups,
whether youth or adult, should be facilitated to direct
the programmes they are involved in, rather that just
participate. Within the LSU programmes, opportunities
were built in for this to take place. At Manning, we
invited three artists to present their different art forms
to a group of young people. The students then
discussed within themselves which art form they
preferred and through a democratic process they chose
the artist they wanted to work with.

“(it has) given the kids more self worth.
They wanted to show other teachers. If
they can achieve something in here
that is worth something out there then
we are all winners”
(Teacher at – Manning School)

Once the artist was selected, all the preparation that
would be expected to be in place before the project
started was done in partnership with the students,
including sharing with them the project budget and
how they wanted it to be spent.
3. How to support peer learning – allowing young
people to share the skills they have developed.
We developed systems to support peer learning. At Top
Valley, older students who had been involved with the
project for some time, worked with Year 7’s to teach
them skills they had learnt with the artist. This gave
the older students more responsibility and greater
ownership of the project.
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Images from Top Valley School, working with artist Anna Dixon

“The project was led by the girls, peer
led. It is how I believe a community
project should be. It shouldn’t be
imposed on the people, but should be
their ideas”
(Artist at Top Valley School)

4. Staff development
As City Arts was only resident in schools for a certain
period of time, sustainability was addressed in each
project. This was where the relationship with staff
became important, as they were able to build on the
experience of the project once City Arts moved on.
Supporting the development of staff in the schools was
very important, this extended the life of the programmes.
For example, one member of staff at Elliott Durham
School, a Design & Technology teacher, readily took on the
techniques of mosaic and subsequently developed new
projects with other young people after City Arts finished.

“(It) gave us another string to our bow,
another option to what we can do
ourselves. It brought confidence to the
staff with a new strategy for the
children”
(Head of LSU - Elliott Durham)

These programmes were a great success, and of benefit
to both staff and students. The variety of approaches
and methods helped to contribute to the overall
success, with the experience of the projects being as
important as the piece of art that was being created.

“City Arts has had a powerful impact
on those children, most of whom are
now in mainstream education”

How did you choose the artists?
The artists we work with are experienced practitioners
and are capable of engaging and inspiring young people,
to raise their aspirations, ambitions and expectations.
City Arts supported these artists to engage groups who
could be challenging and demanding, and to get the best
from the young people.

“Having a lead artist is important. It
brings a professional expertise into the
school so the students have skills they
didn’t otherwise have”
(Teacher at Top Valley School)

City Arts also offeres strong project management
including valuable collaborative planning time both
before and during a project. This was done with City Arts
staff, artists, schools staff and students.
As well as the artist, all the City Arts projects in schools
worked with a support worker. City Arts has consistent
support workers, who work across many projects. They
enable the artist to concentrate on the group as a whole,
and focus on the creative process, as they target the
young people needing more support. This worker also
offers continuity when projects involved more than one
artist - there is always a familiar face no matter how
diverse the projects become. This also provided a
valuable professional development opportunity for the
support workers, who were often artists themselves in
early stages of their career.

“It was the first time that I had ever felt
supported as an artist in the way that I
wanted. I enjoyed the project. It revealed
to me what support can feel like”
(artist at Manning)

(Head teacher - Manning School)

How were the projects funded?

The projects ranged in length, from six week blocks of
intensive working to an ongoing relationship with a
school, over a number of years. Regardless of the length of
a project, Staff at City Arts spent time building the
relationship with the school and the artist prior to a
project commencing. The ongoing relationship between
the school and City Arts built trust, and was a key part of
the success of the outcomes.

The programmes were supported via City Arts by a
number of different funding opportunities, namely the
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, the Paul Hamlyn
Foundation, the Learning and Skills Council and Creative
Partnerships Nottingham.
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For all of these projects, City Arts had funding in place to
bring to the schools, making the collaboration feasible
and allowing a more explorative approach.

Images from Manning School, working with artist Marcus Rowlands

“Trying to do things a little bit differently
and a bit creatively goes way beyond the
remit of the school budget. The partnership is
critical. …. it brings lots of opportunities,
and one of those is around funding”
(Deputy Head Teacher - Top Valley School)

“The art projects are amazing
opportunities for students to be creative
in a way that doesn’t fit in with the
national curriculum or normal lessons
because nobody is telling them the right
and wrong way of doing them”
(Teacher at Top Valley School)

How does City Arts work within
Government Legislation and
Initiatives?

Arts and creativity offered an alternative approach to
supporting young people. Staff involved in these
projects commented:

As a community and participatory organisation, City Arts
works within current social and political initiatives, to use
the arts to demonstrate how these agendas can be met.
Current (but by no means all) school and young people
agendas include:

“(The project) brought the group closer
together, because it was non verbal.
There were no pressures on each other
to speak”

Every Child Matters Five Point Framework:
the Government intend for all young people and children,
whatever their circumstance or background, to be able to
be healthy, Stay safe, Enjoy and achieve, Make a positive
contribution and Achieve economic well-being
SEAL (Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning)
‘SEAL for secondary schools is a comprehensive approach
to promoting the social and emotional skills that
underpin effective learning, positive behaviour, regular
attendance, staff effectiveness and the emotional health
and well-being of all who learn and work in schools.’
(Teachernet.gov.uk)
Local Area Agreements
The LAA’s set out the priorities that the local councils, the
governments and local public services would like to
address. They aspire to making the community a better
place to live in.

How were these priorities
reflected in the programmes?
The LAA priorities sit alongside the Children’s Act 2004
and the Children and Young People’s Plan. At the heart of
many of these agendas is the wellbeing of the child or
young person, and City Arts believes the work outlined
here strongly supports this.

(Head of LSU - Elliott Durham)

“It was doing something related to
school, but not academic, not having to
get the grade”
(Head of LSU - Elliott Durham)

Young people were a bit apprehensive at first, as it was
a new experience and challenge for them. One young
person commented:

“I liked it when I got into it, but at the
beginning I thought I couldn’t do it. I’m
proud of what I’ve done”
(Young Person from Elliott Durham)

Finally, a staff member at Top Valley School summed
up the benefits of the programmes she had been
involved with:

“For the individuals involved in the
projects, they develop social skills, team
building and confidence. Some young
people really grow; others who are
isolated have been brought out of their
shells. Young people blossom on the
project, and for some it is amongst their
most positive school experience”
(Teacher at Top Valley School)
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Schools Profiles
Images from Manning School, working with artist Anna Dixon

Top Valley School and Engineering College - 2 Years

ARTIST: Raphael Daden
Aim: To create a series of large scale mural panels, working with four different
groups over four terms. The panels were to go around the top of the school LSU,
a drab building at the back of the school. The LSU is now one of the brightest
buildings in the school, and it became a catalyst for the further enhancement of
the whole school environment.
This was the original LSU project that City Arts delivered, and happened over a
year. The Top Valley LSU is a square building, with each side having panels created
for it. Four different groups of young people each took a term to design and make
panels for one side. Young people firstly created a small maquette design, which
was then drawn up on to large wooden panels. These panels were then sent to a
carpenter to cut out and returned to be painted, reassembled and glued onto a
back board. These were then varnished and mounted onto the building.

Students working with the artist

Completed murals are installed

Students in digital session

ARTIST: Raj ‘Bubs’ Kumar
Aim: to explore the Every Child Matters framework, by inviting young people to
respond to the five points - Be Healthy, Stay Safe, Achieve Economic Wellbeing,
Make a Positive Contribution and Enjoy and Achieve through the creation of a
series of digital art images. These were put in the main courtyard playground for
all the school to engage with. This project took one term.
Bubs started with a brainstorming activity about what the young people
understood of the 5 Point Framework, and how they would like to interpret it.
The group then took a series of photographs and loaded them into Photoshop.
They then learnt how to add in text and manipulate the pictures until they had
an image the group felt properly represented each of the 5 points.

Digital image created in Photoshop

Artist: Anna Dixon
Aim: To explore the schools core values - Reasoning, Resilience, Reflection,
Resourcefulness and Responsibility through the creation of a large three scale
mosaic panels. These are sited in the main playground.
This project took place over one term. Anna started by asking how the young
people would represent each of these words visually. Through group discussions
and drawings an overall design was agreed upon.

Mosaic work

Anna then drafted this onto large wooden panels and taught the group how to
mosaic. Once the ‘design team’ had got this far, year seven students were invited
to join the project, learning how to mosaic from the older students.
Completed mosaics in the playground
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Images from Elliot Durham School, working with artist Jo Willder

Manning Girls School - 1 Year
Artist: Marcus Rowlands
Aim: To research different learning styles with a view to how City Arts and artists
make personalised learning part of workshop sessions to support young people.
Also, to research the environment of school Learning Support Units, and the
positive and difficult influences this can have on young people.
This project was delivered over one term, and led out of the original Top Valley
Students in workshop session
programmes, with City Arts wanting to investigate further how LSU’s work.
Marcus responded very much to what the girls wanted to do, and in doing so, created a safe space where
they felt comfortable to talk about school and their experiences in and out of the LSU. The programme
created a lot of small plays, documented through digital photography and video.

Clay model of bench design

Completed seating area at school

Artist: Anna Dixon
(recruited after consultation with young people)
Aim: To build upon the research findings from the previous work with Marcus
Rowland by exploring a student led approach. This included inviting young people
to research and identify the artist they would like to work with, working to a
project plan and to a budget, and proposing to the school what they would like to
build and where. The final outcome was to work with Anna Dixon to create a
mosaic seating area at the front of the school.
This project took place over two terms. Anna worked with the students to decide
what they wanted to create and where in the school it was to go. The girls decided
they wanted to build a bench, and after discussing the budget, it was agreed. They
created a series of models using clay to determine the shape, and then discussed
what they wanted the designs to be. It was decided to reflect how multicultural
the school was through different faces, flags and emblems that aspired to
represent every culture and religion of the schools students.

Elliott Durham School - 6 months
Artist: Jo Willder
Aim: Elliott Durham School is due to merge with another school. The LSU had a very
strong ethos that had evolved over time around how they supported young people.
They wanted the work to represent the identity and philosophy of the LSU and the
support it had given young people over the years. The school wanted to create a
piece of artwork that could be transported to another site when they move in the
future. They wanted the work to be strong and durable in order to survive the move.

Students working with the artist

This project took place over six weeks. Jo worked with the students to draw out what
they thought could represent the school and the LSU. The words team spirit, respect and growth were
identified, and then students came up with imagery to represent them. A key design concept was agreed,
which was the giant maple leaf, the school emblem, and remainder of the design was developed and
drafted up onto the panels. These were then mosaic-ed. During this project, we also delivered the Bronze
Level Arts Award.
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All of City Arts programmes rely on strong partnerships, bringing people and communities
together through creativity and the arts. We are always interested in working with schools
and young people who want to explore how to use the arts to support learning, confidence,
self esteem and relationships.
Many thanks to all partner organisations in Nottingham and Nottinghamshire who
contributed to this research project, including:
Staff and students at Top Valley School, Manning School and Elliott Durham School
All the artists and support workers involved
And Creative Partnerships who funded this research document.

Ollie Campbell Creative (01949) 851049 www.olliecampbellcreative.com

Artists Biographies:

Raphael Daden -

is centred on sculpture and delivering public art commissions.
Whether in a fine art or a community setting, his core interests
are light and colour.

Raj ‘Bubs’ Kumar -

is a graphic and web designer who also delivers work within a
community setting.

Anna Dixon -

is an artist specialising in mosaics. She creates both 2d and 3d
structures in a variety of indoor and outdoor settings.

Marcus Rowlands - is a creative consultant consciously working towards a positive
shared learning.
Jo Willder -

originally trained as a graphic designer. She delivers work in a
variety of art forms.
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